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INTRO
The USA black family has greatly declined and is
declining. From my perspective its far main
decline is due to these 7 reasons:
• not knowing how to have family
(communication, treatment),
• having apathy,
• being insolent,
• sexual cheating,
• a lack of passion towards one another,
• not pursuing a financial business and
• pursuing the wrong professions.
All of them are greatly needed. All of them are
caused because we have not been
taught/teaching our kids right family values. We
have learned that we cannot depend on churches
to teach our kids how to live. We cannot depend
on churches to teach us what we need to learn to
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live right. So we need to make this big change to
do it ourselves starting now with the help of
Williejay T. Strong’s books.
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February 14, 2022

IT IS TIME FOR US TO CHANGE
A.
We need to stop whoremongering
(cheating, preying on others for sex … and
being with people for only money.). Plus
stop teaching to be whoremongers in songs.

Whoremongering is destroying our families.
When one is caught cheating then the
family splits; it then creates:
• Double expenses;
• Double work demands;
• Takes away time to work on:
o The mate partner relationship
o Teaching the kids
o Focusing and making the steps
to have business so we become
financially independent
• It ruins relationships with mate
partners and their families;
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• Causes kids to go crazy (bad);
• Causes lost time that you can’t get
back;
• Creates repeat patterns in our
descendants;

Focusing on being with someone for money
instead of love eventually lures the other to
cheat and just makes the relationship love
deficient.

Whoremongering is sick, an addiction. It is
mind encompassing. It is a total race
disgrace and disrespectful. One needs to
detox himself/herself from sex. They need
to use Deep Love (see my book Deep Love).

B.
We need to work on developing our minds
and physical lives (read my books at
amazon.com/author/williejaytstrong).
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C.
If you like to smoke weed then move to a
state that allows you to; stay out of jail.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
2019 PICTURE:

The author is Williejason (“Williejay”)
Terrell Strong. He was born on March 12,
1975. He Married. He has been increasing
in devout living by God since about age 10.

He is anointed by God; evident by his Bible
correlations discoveries he was led to by
God, which might be shown on
www.WilliejayTStrong.com. Williejason
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(nickname Jason) is very similar to Jason of
the House of Jason in the Bible. They both
went thru the same things and are devout
Christians; and the House of Jason was
strong.

Williejason is also a bs civil engineering
graduate from the Georgia Institute of
Technology. Williejason grew up in the
African Methodist Church. He is an AfricanAmerican.
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ADVERTISEMENT 1:2

SEEKING AS MANY GOOD
PUBLISHING DEALS AS WE
CAN GET
We may be seeking book publishing deals that
allows us to freely work with other publishers.
We accept big and very small publishers. We can
provide copies of the books at “wholesale” prices.
Please go to www.WilliejayTStrong.com to see if
we currently accept offers and other pertinent
information. If interested then please e-mail
WilliejayTStrong@Yahoo.com with heading “A
BOOK DEAL” (without the quotation marks).
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The books are:
How to Marry God’s Way
Get a Mental Check Before You Try to Get Married
How to Live (Complete)
...
all by Williejay T. Strong.
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ADVERTISEMENT 2:2

NEED INVESTOR (S) FOR
THIS GREAT IDEA
We have a super great criterion for matching-up
people for marriage, work …. It seems all we need
is financing to build then advertise the website.
The site will be based on 14 years of analysis of
what is needed for people to find their ideal
matches; dating sites do not do this greatly
needed service; this is the future of dating sites.

If you are interested in this project then go to
www.WIlliejayTStrong.com to see if we currently
need help and to get other pertinent information.
Please e-mail WilliejayTStrong@Yahoo.com with
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heading “INTERERSTED IN MATCHMAKING”
(without the quotation marks please). We seek
big and very small opportunities that would
progressively grow. The matching criteria is a
based on the books How to Live, How to Live II of
II and How to Marry God’s Way or How to Find
Love by Williejay T. Strong.
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WHAT HAPPENED TO
OUR PRIDE
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DIGNITY
African pride = Devout devotion to
God + Encourage one another=
Dignity; we lost our African pride

Why should we be greeting each other by
saying hey: “my nigga”, “dog” or “player.”
Why can’t we uplift each other? We
continuously degrade each other by us
promoting being dysfunctional as being
cool. We need to get used to saying a nice
short greeting/farewell. What is wrong
with that? What is wrong with saying
“What’s up my nigga?” or “Aright dog.”
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God is serious, we need to be serious and
not laughing all the time. Most black
women want a man who can make them
laugh. We need to be serious, African
women are serious women. So we need
people who are going push us to be serious
about God, doing right.

Instead of establishing what is Christian
cool we fashion, act and portray what we
get in worldly R & B as being cool,
acceptable, what God wants. Yeah we need
a Christian cool establishment; I am trying
in my effort of RealDope.org.
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COSMETICS
We are losing and have not
developed our black cosmetics.

Why do black women want to look like
white women? Do black women know that
black men prefer they look like black
women? Well black men do. How are we
ever going to appreciate ourselves,
cosmetic arts for us like the Egyptians had,
if we do not go to that. By the way the
Egyptians were black not white.

Are we saying our hair is not as good as
white people hair? Is God partial in blessing
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us? We could definitely come up with black
cosmetics.

Why do black men wear long braids; the
Bible tells men to not wear their hair long.
But R& B has made such an impact on us
that we accept what “Entertainer X” says
and not what God says. We probably did
not even know what God said.
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ATTITUDE
We have apathy very low-quality
relationships:
Cheating
Bad communication
Deficient affection
Apathy towards people in our
families

Most black women carry the arrogance that
they do not care about a man, that they are
fully functionable without a man. God said
it is not good for a man to be alone. So
black women should be happy and love to
facilitate that; therefore have a need to be
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with a man by having the need to help and
please God’s word.

Far most black men do not have dignity
(pride) to not cheat, to do the right thing.
We are conquered because we sin. White
men do not go around trying to have sex
with every fine white woman they see
compared to black men going around trying
to have sex with every fine black woman
they see.

We need to leave people alone whose talk
(therefore mind) is not on God, good
things.
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CRIME
Black men are incarcerated like 7
times that of blacks and make up
only about 10% of the population.
That is a great impact on blacks.

“The Man”, the Devil, is trying to kill us off.
There are people wanting to be Hitler on
blacks. And they are doing a good job at it.
We have the numbers in our faces Yet we
are not serious about it.

We need to be pro-human race, not
against: white people, Hispanic people … or
whoever they are. God’s people are prohuman.
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We need to bond with good white …
people-to make fix the things racism and a
lack of reverencing God has done.
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WITH CHILDREN
Not being wise about having kids
+
Not teaching our kids how to live

There are so many children without mother
and father together that it is an epidemic.
We do not need to have children till we are
REALLY financially independent. Yeah
children are cute, we want a family BUT
REALLY WE NEED TO WAIT. We need to
also learn how to marry. I teach these in
my books but I am not selling my books
here; I am selling points.
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Why do our children have to make the
same mistakes we and our ancestors made?
We could teach them how to live. Times
changes and therefore we need Christian
cool people to teach us from books … just
like we have R&B artists.

It takes a long time figure out how to live on
one’s own. One has to have decades on
him/her. Jesus did not teach in his 20’s.
We need elders to teach us, at least 45
years old (like the Bible instructs).
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MATING
Not creating relationships that are on
fire

Most people want a mate partnership that:
is not involving God much (spiritual
edification ...), not much talking, not many
deep conversations, not too close and
regular (not spicy, not much) affection
rather than being spicy.

Some black men believe it is good to be
with “White” women because some black
men believe “White” women will give
them sensibility (“enough” spirituality) and
spicy: care, communication, treatment
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and affection. Christian People in Africa ...
do not have a hard time finding love unlike
USA people because in general Christian
African people’s hearts are right (dwell on
good: spirituality, care, communication,
treatment and affection).

People need to be on the “job”, seek to
serve potential mate partners, by giving
spiritual edification and spicy: care,
communication and affection in exchange
for money if they are looking for money;
that is worth paying for.

So you may want to ask about those nonespicy things at first if you want a spicy
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relationship or these things at all:
spirituality, care, communication,
treatment and affection. Know so many
people pretend/lie saying they want a
spicy relationship (spicy: care,
communication and affection); they put up
the front for a while; do not let her/him
fool you how he/she will be after marriage
or ... (later).

Know so many people pretend/lie saying
they want a spicy relationship (spicy: care,
communication and affection); they put up
the front for a while; do not let her/him
fool you how he/she will be after marriage
or ... (later).
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Our relationships should be one fire = we
need to learn how to communicate + give
affection. That is what the main part of a
pleasing relationship is about.

If the communication is not good then the
rest of the relationship would not be good.
So make sure the communication is great
before moving to commitment (sex), set
dating and vacationing, having business,
having kids then teaching kids; master
design each of those areas before getting
there and master each area before moving
on to the next. Follow my book Basically
How to Communicate and Treat Each Other
(Coming Soon) to know how to
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communicate when having problems
(section “To Not Fight and Fix Problems”).

We also need to marry to team build
financial kingdoms. Also we need to team
to teach the children how to live.

But if we keep marrying the wrong people
then we keep on getting in debt with kids,
wasting decades of our lives (that we
cannot get back) and …. We never get
where we are supposed to be and raise
devils instead of people trying to live a
perfect Christian lives (= the people God
wants; we are to strive for perfection).
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FIVE ATTITUDES THAT ARE KILLING US
Insolence: Too many black people scold
others to make them feel badly or to deter
them from being positive. People take the
power of degrading others to control them.
Is that Christian to do? Is it ever right to
do? This makes family life miserable. It
makes work life miserable. And it runs
people away; not make glue, them stick.

Apathy: Most black men sexual cheat, too
many black women do not share the
children … all because they do not care how
others feel about what they are doing.
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Do not get with a woman who will do her
own thang if when she wants to. Ask her
will she do it. Do not mate partner with a
man who has cheated in the last 5 years.
Make him pay a sentence.

Apathy is the root of all evil these days.
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Trying to be Cool: We need to have
Christian cool as the model to be like. We
need to stop acting like these are good
according to R & B: using drugs, having
loose sex … and drama.

Sexual Cheating: Sexual cheating is
destroying communities at a time. We
need to start calling out who are the
cheaters. Yeah tell on them, send her/him
a note telling he/she is cheating and with
who.

Passion: In general black women do not
show passion for their men. And that is
why a lot of black men go to other races for
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marriage. But not to just keep the men we
need passionate relationship, hot, heated
like in the movies. That is what a black man
wants.
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THE MAJOR PROBLEMS IN
BLACKS’ MATE
PARTNERSHIPS THAT WOULD
FIX THEIR PROBLEMS, THE
ANTI-AGENT
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[Cannot verbally get along with]
[Does not give enough continual intimacy]
[Does not work out all problems have in
family]

If these problems were fixed then they
would very much fix the instability in
blacks’ mate partnerships. These issues
need to be addressed immediately after
start having public icebreaker
conversations in the steps to “talking to”
someone, the composure to have; see my
coming book Advanced Love.
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COMMUNICATION
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HOME CONVERSATION
Not cutting negativity out of our
lives:
Gossip
Letting people talk to us any
kind of way
Star news
Not giving understanding
No communication routine
Not being sincere

If we feed on junk then our minds will be
junk. We need to have an information diet
just like we have a food diet. Life goes
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around and around and there are certain
news we do not need to concern with.

God says do not be into other men’s affairs
(Star news …). And we know politics will be
politics. So why worry about that? But we
do need to vote; to fight the evil powers
and principalities.

Why worry about big crimes? We need to
worry about not having a crime done to us.
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BASIC (COMPLETE) DAILY
COMMUNICATION TO GIVE-TO HAVE
DECENCY
DISCUSS ABOUT BOTH OF YOU
Good Morning
Slept well/bad/ok
Well rested
How feel

Weather there

Took your medicine and or supplements today?

How is mom/… (non-child)
What did you and [your mom] talk about today

Breakfast ate
Breakfast good/bad
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Errands to do today

High/Low esteem

Are you working on the same projects
Business you have to do
Business milestones met

Recent purchased thankful for
Thankful for today

Good Afternoon
What has been going on today
What has been on your mind
Problems today (had, of others …)

Have to get done today
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Are you comfortable
Relaxation done today

Dinner ate
Dinner good/bad

Did you exercise today

How day went
Good happened
Tired/Sleepy
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Learned in devotional
Learned today
From a book
Realize

How children doing

Feel will sleep well
Made plans for tomorrow
Good night
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DATING PROFILES
How do you expect to get a man of love,
which God is love, if you do not pick a real
Christian?

Why do you expect a good man to want
sassiness, problems?

With a hooker name on your profile why do
you not think men are going to treat you
like a hooker?

How can one be sure he/she wants to get to
know you if you do not show your full body
(not naked)?
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Most women want someone to make them
laugh. God is serious, we need to be like
God, not playing …. You need a man who
will make you serious about serving God
not a man who can make you laugh.

How can you reach the people you want if
your profile does not sift out most people
for the most part?
If you do not allocated time to chat then
you are wasting your time. If the other
person does not allocate time to chat with
you then you are your time.
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If you do not ask about what is important to
you then you will never know if it is
important to the other person.

If you are looking for money then you are
not looking for love; you cannot serve both
masters at the same time; Jesus said you
cannot serve God (love) and mammon
(money …).

…

Follow my book How to Marry God’s Way.
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ANGER
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I used to be angry about racism but all that
did was made me an angry and
disappointed person. I was about to be a
hateful person. Yes racism is wrong. But
why focus on the problem rather than focus
on how to get around the problem. You
cannot focus on both.

The Bible teaches us that we are to live
peaceably with others = enjoy their
niceness and treat others like we would like
to be treated. We been heading in the
wrong directing, had the wrong concern.
We need to work with white … people who
will help us build the black community, a
Christian community.
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I used to try to fix the world, be expressive.
Now I plan to save those around me who
will take my advice. I had to realize that
everybody is not going to be saved =
everyone will not have a good life because
they will not listen to do what is right nor
search to find out how to live.
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RACISM IS NOT ALL
RACISM
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Whites are not wrong for not liking blacks;
Blacks since Africa till now act like wild
animals; blacks do half of the murders yet
we are only one-fifth of the population.

We couldn’t live together in Africa. Instead
of building civil infrastructure we fought
each other. AND WE CONTINUE TO TEAR
EACH OTHER DOWN. We sold ourselves
into slavery; we did not work together in
Africa. So we took our own civil rights
away.
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BLACK COMMUNITY
PROBLEMS
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NEW GOVERNMENT NEEDED
• No 3 strikes rule
• Legalize marijuana
• Racial equality sentencing
• Have a sexual cheater’s directory and
Court
• Required to take The Cupid Service
(pre-marriage training)
• Renter’s equity credit
• Against Condescending on Someone
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Nobody should have to spend the rest of
their life in jail unless they murdered
someone cold blooded. There are a lot of
laws that need to be changed or made.

One thing we need is a cheater’s directory
that list people convicted of mate partner
cheating. We need this so people can see
who some of these dogs are who we live
with.
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CHURCHES
Maybe all black churches have been made a
waste by:
1. The elder people not teaching the
younger how to live. And the elder
people being old enough to prepare
right conclusions of how to live. We
focus on worship whereas Christ was a
teacher. Whose church is it anyway
ours or Christ. What else would he
been teaching except how to live. The
lack of discrete lessons (step-by-step)
in how to live has left black Christians
to waste their lives in error.
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2. Churches allowing church leaders who
are known adulterers to lead. They
are to be publicly ridiculed and cast
away from. I Timothy 5: 19 -21.
When our children see their leaders
getting away with anything they do
not take what church people say
seriously. Churches becomes
socializations rather than needed
information to learn how to live.
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POOR POOR BLACK WOMAN
I feel bad for poor black women with so
many children, working 2 jobs just to make
it, never having time to:
▪ Work on figuring out how to think
right
▪ Have solitude with God
▪ Herself to reflect and work on things
she wants to do
▪ Get sympathy from God

And due to their situations not:
▪ Being able to save money to fall back
on
▪ Being able to have independent
income
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▪ Having good communication with
male to be loved instead of being used
for sex
▪ Having someone to help her make it
▪ Knowing how to live
▪ Really being content
▪ Being able to take a break
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PUBLIC NICENESS IN THE BLACK
COMMUNITY
Being nice to people is very important. We
should take a class on that. Like when you
had not been loved or … a while then
someone treats you very nice. Do you
remember how that made you feel? We
should make each other feel that way in
public.

There are several things that prevent us
from treating people nice in public in the
black community:
1. We make the mistakes of getting
attitudes rather than having empathy
for a person who done us wrong. That
does not mean we tolerate it or allow
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it to happen but we need to have
empathy to: treat the other person
right the next time, learn the person
(people) so that it does not happen to
us again and to not let it (some things)
bother us.
2. We do not try to be nice others. What
is wrong with being nice?
3. We do not teach our kids how to serve
others, being nice.
4. We do not have many examples of
elders treating people nice, to model
after.

These days blacks do not speak to one
another in public like they are fighting one
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another or hate one another. Even the
blacks who supposed to serve as customer
servers do not treat us with glee.

Am I saying “White is right or better?” No
in this respect I am saying we can all learn
from each other. I am saying we blacks are
going to a bitter end, which cannot be
good.
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STATISTICS
Know that in 2009 the medium net worth of
whites was $113, 149 but the medium net
worth for blacks was $5, 677.

While 74.3 percent of all White children
below the age of 18 live with both parents,
only 38.7 percent of African-American
minors can say the same.

More than one-third of all Black children in
the United States under the age of 18 live
with unmarried mothers—compared to 6.5
percent of White children.
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The current unemployment rate is 5.7
percent overall. For white people, it’s 4.9
percent; the percentage is 10.3 for African
Americans, a little more than double.

BLACK PEOPLE HAVE WORK TO DO IF THEY
WANT TO BE ON WHITE PEOPLE’S LEVELS.
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I think we need to let people do what they
want to do as long as they do not hurt
anyone else. But when they do it is time to
step in and stop them. The government
needs to do a much better job of not
allowing people racially hurt others.
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MY HANGUPS ON USA
AFRICAN-AMERICANS
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MY HANGUP ON AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN
My hang-up on African American women is that
they do not know how to act, they do not act like
Christian African women. The following is how
they ought to act.

HOW TO PLEASE A MAN
I am going to be blunt and tell you all the
things needed to please a man.

Let’s start:
1.
Try to not act offended if a man tries to
talk to you. You do not want to hard to work
with.
2.

Be a female who shows she needs a man.

3.

Care about him and verbally portray it.

Never quit doing this no matter what.
4.
There is nothing wrong with saying I love
you in the beginning because we God’s people
are supposed to love.
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5.

Sooth his feelings.

Do not just tell him don’t worry or it will be
alright. Touch and talk him thru things.
6.
Be uplifting; men need a lot of uplift; they
are actually weaker than women in this way.
7.

Avoid talking about drama.

8.
Be willing to financially take care of him if
needed.

Man was supposed to been the head and God
wanted Adam and Eve to work in the beginning.
Both are to submit to each other; the Bible says
that we all are to submit one to another.

9.

Do not put him down so.

10.

Verbally show him you:

a.

Cherish him

b.

Support him

c.

Feels he is a good person

d.

Make him feel strong
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e.

Get him to feel he has someone there

f.

Gratitude for what he does

g.

Congratulate him

11. Teach him how to be/think/what to do;
women are very comprehensive unlike men.
Men need women to correct and teach them
(always).
12.

Men like freaky affection.

WHERE SOME WOMEN FAIL AT
I do not know about all women but Black
females need to:
1. Spiritually edify others (importantly their mate
partners).
2. Always do what is right; not just normally.
3.
Be more concerned about having good
communication with their males.
4.

Not have apathy, continual hate of people.

5. Soothe, caress and please their mate partners
with words, body language and/or touch.
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MY HANGUP ON AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN
WHERE SOME MEN ARE FAILING AT
I do not know about all men but Black
males are failing at:
1.
Not cheating; cheating is mutilating the
progress of families.
2.
They are not building family businesses;
we cannot go around the man playing his game.
3.
Men are not ensuring their kids are taught
how to live.
4.
Men are not leading in how to have a good
mate partnership.

We (all people) tend to be too busy to work on
our minds, relationships and etc.
Males need to not be harsh on women with
words.

Males need to not be controlling.
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Males need respect people and allow to happen
what they need.

Males need to learn to listen, listen to how a
female/male feels by what he/she is saying.
Instead of interrupting, dictating and trying to
prove something. Men need to accept and come
to say they see why he/she said what he/she
said.
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BAD BLACK WOMEN
Bad black women are: rambunctious, rude,
insensitive, do not love affection, are not
loyal (complaining when there is no money
…). It seems most black women are these
ways-that is why this is an epidemic in the
black community.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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My book How to Marry God’s Way is the
technical details of marriage. Before chatting
with someone for mate partnering you get and
tell him/her to Get a Mental Check before you
try to Get Married.
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Books:
✓ The Black Decline Part II (coming soon);
✓ Deep Love; very important

✓ Williejay’s Chit-Chat Outline
✓ Pre and Post Mate Partnering Conversation
and Activities to Do (coming soon)
✓ Good Intro Talk (coming soon)
✓ Mate Planning and Management
Workbook; very important (coming soon)

✓ Get a Mental Check before you Try to Get
Married
✓ How to Play the Playas; very important
(Coming Soon)

✓ How to Marry God’s Way
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✓ I Know What Boys Like. I Know What Girls
Like.
✓ The Book of Love II (non-Sexual); coming
soon
✓ The Book of Love (Affection)
✓ Advanced Love; very important things that
you need to know (Coming Soon)

✓ Mental Check 2: What in the Hell is Wrong
with Adam and Eve
✓ How to Live (Complete)
✓ Higher 4, A Lot of Basics (particularly have a
deep relationship with God and Wisdom,
and about how to love); coming soon
All by Williejay T. Strong; see:
amazon.com/author/williejaytstrong.
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On www.RealDope.org download page:
• Costs to Make it and Great Ways to Save
• Example of how to Possibly Family Team to
Possibly Overcome
• A good list of DVD recommendations by
Williejay
• A list of free online architectural and
interior design magazine pages

